


MIT 8.02 Spring 2002 - Exam #2 Solutions 2

For tiny elements dl along the CD wire segment, I dl X r is purely in the "out-of-the-paper"
direction, so the contribution of the CD wire segment to the B-field at P is directed purely
out of the paper. By the principle of linear superposition, this contribution will be exactly
one-half the field at P due to a complete infinite straight wire which extends beyond C. The
familiar application of Ampere's law for an "infinitely" long wire gives B = J-joI/27fd, so our
answer is half that value

J-joI
B p = - out of the paper.

47fd

Problem 6 (See the lecture supplement of March 15.)
A voltmeter will read a negative value if the (small) current that flows through it enters
through the negative terminal, so the current in our circuit must be counterclockwise.

(a) Both voltmeters have equal internal resistances and they are wired in series, so both will
have the same 0.1 Volt drop across themselves. The induced EMF driving the current must
therefore be

£ = 0.2 Volts (counterclockwise).

(b) The counterclockwise current enters the positive terminal of the left-hand voltmeter, so
it will read

Vieft = +0.1 Volts.

Problem 7
If e is the angle between the resistor wire and the moving bar, the area of the plane surface
bounded by the closed circuit is

The magnetic flux through this surface is then <PB = ~BD2e, and the magnitude of the
induced EMF is

1£1 = d<PB = ~BD2de = ~BD2W
dt 2 dt 2

The induced current will be
1= ~ = BD

2
w

R 2R
(By Lenz's law, this current will flow in a counterclockwise sense, so as to counter the chang
ing flux due to the motion of the bar.)
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